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The impressive city of Berlin has used to stand out more than most. Seeing the impacts that World War Two, the Holocaust and the Cold War were on this city, then seeing how it's to reinvent itself into joining as one of the warmer spots for travelers to visit. Experience the best travel stories for yourself. Join a local expert
and discover Gems hidden in this hand-chosen adventure city by publishing leaders in the world. Experience Planet Lonely walks by urban adventure brings stories of life to the best-loved cities around the globe. Bask in the vibrant, modern Berlin way to visit original sites in WWII and the Holocaust Hear all the legends

that combined around the Brandenburg Ionik Gate Take a leap back to Cold Berlin at CheckPoint Char Every Planet Lonely Experience comes with six months free access to Lonely Planet's App Guide including more than 8,000 guide destinations and unremittable discounts to Lonely Planet Guides. Language: English
Inclusion: English speaking local tour guide: Articles of a personal nature, food or drink, tips / gratitude for your guide. Duration: 4 - 5 Hour Meeting Point: Before the Reichstag Building of the German Giant Flag on the west, near the Office Center. Get the exact meeting point with what 3words: / arverves.trickle.sparks
Start Time: 10.00 AM Finished Point: Gendarmenmarkt Found to be taken on the city's colorful stroll history and unique modern culture. We begin our vibrant Berlin tour in the heart of Berlin's new quarters. Meet your local guide before the Reichstag (former Prussian Parliament) of the Big German Flag before the main
entrance and hear the amazing story of this world-renowned building. You'll get up close and personal to some of the original sites of the Apocalypse Battle of Berlin in 1945, which put an end to the horror of Nazi Germany. Of course the times have changed a lot in Germany, and Berlin is no exception. As we stuck to the
streets of this city, we take you through a tour as we explore policy changes that have been made over the decades, and gain some further insight into modern Berlin culture. Our guides have their own photos, original documents, as well as old and new maps, which make this Berlin walking tour experience all the more
memorable, and make our past city stunning come alive! On our ultimate Berlin tour experience, you learn more about the demeanor historical events, modern places and landmarks that have made Berlin what it is today. Brandenburg Gate and the beautiful Pariser platz are a couple of famous places we take to our
adventure. We walk through the Memorial to the Killing Jews in Europe, a strong emotional expression of Germany dealing with the Holocaust and the aspects agitated in its past. Learn more about one of the history's most notorious tyrants, Adolf Hitler, when we spotted the site almost forgotten in his benker, where he
hid during the final battle War II. Step back in time when we pass by former Nazi ministries, 'Topography of Terror', and Check Charlie. Hear stories of Cold Wars, GDR fugitives and day-to-day lives in divided Germany, including a stop in the 'Wall'. We visit the site, where Young Peter Fechter was murdered by border
guards in 1962. Next we'll take a stud on one of the city's most well-known boulevard, Friedrichstraße, where they can find some of the city's top shops. Your trip will end in what is widely regarded as the most beautiful location in Berlin: Gendarmenmarkt, site of three impressive buildings: the German and the French
kedral with the Schinkel Konzerthaus (concert hall), which brings us back to the Prussian times. Before you go, don't forget to ask your local expert's guide for more advice on what else to see, do and eat during your stay. Inclusion: English speaking local exclusion guide: Items of a personal nature, food or drink, tips /
gratitude for your guide. Clothing Standards: A good pair of comfortable market market is advisable. Dependent on time, wet weather gear is useful. Your journey: For your urban adventure they will be in a small group of a maximum of 12 people. Confirmation of booking: If you have your coupon, your booking confirms.
We'll see you at the starting point. Get in touch if you have any concerns or request additional information via the email address or phone number (business hours only) on your coupon. Child Policy: This is a kid-friendly trip. Children between the ages of 6 and 11 inclusively have permission on this trip at the rates listed
above. Please select 'children' above when booking. Children who own age 6 allow them to join this free trip. Please inform us at the time of booking if you will bring a possible child the age of 6. You can do this in the Special request box on the Checkbox page. 800x600 Normal 0 strong EN-AU-X-NONE TH
MicrosoftInterNetExplorer4 Children to be aged between 6 and 11 years of age inclusively. Children who are below the age of 6 are not permitted on this walking tour of Rome. Office Phone Number: +49 171 28 91 561 Email Address: info@berlinurbanadventures.com I'm a few months late in writing this review, but it
needs to be said – Dimitrios was an incredible man. Highly knowledgeable, genuinely genuine and facilitates an educational and wonderful-informative experience. Belen is a little with impressive Saunders, and I wouldn't want to explore it with anyone else but him! It was just me on the trip, which meant that I pretty much
had a personal trip to Berlin! Once we'd seen everything listed on the itinerary, Dimitrios could easily say farewell, but saw how enthusiastic I was, and how much I loved the experience, that we continued for the rest of the day! We traveled Berlin from the East to West, explore and discuss world war iI, the Nazi Party, the
Berlin Wall, Check Charlie and just about the whole modern story of Berlin! As a tips in history, I would really be excited to visit this city that played such a massive part in modern European history, and see some of the sights that I'd read and heard a lot about. What I experienced with Dimitrios and Urban Adventure was
beyond anything I could have hoped for. Thank you many guys, thanks to Bjorn for quitting on my journey, and special thanks to Dimitrios who gave me one of the best experiences throughout my Euro Tour. Core Peter was fantastic, he was honest and enthusiastic with a great sense of humour. Her personal story adds
a very interesting touch to Dimitris was a fantastic guide with so much knowledge and passion for Berlin. We had snow, rain and cold weather. The tour guide handles both our warranty and baby showers beautifully. It was a truly interesting and informative journey, and the guide knew a lot of in-depth stories about
Berlin. My only question is that it went on longer than it would be glass, and I was looking forward to the trip ending before it did. My tip would be to condense the information just a little bit, as it felt like I was at a university lecture rather than an engaged history tour. I'm an Art History student, so I'm very interested in this
information, and love in depth of information, but this was a bit too much for me! The trip further met my expectation. Our guide was a wealth of knowledge and we learned a great deal. I would recommend this experience to anyone I know traveled to Berlin. Thanks for such a memorable experience. Fantastic journey!
Loved it! Very happy and content, enjoyed the story with the information. Lisien (sp?) was amazing. He's a wealth of information and a very personal guy. We enjoyed The Berlin tour very much. After we said good-bye, I was sorry by inviting him to join us for a bet. The story of Belen's journey was an excellent
introduction to the city. I appreciated the city's tour opportunities in a small group, and I was impressed by the level of knowledge the guide had on the sights we visited at Berlin. I've reviewed many of the sights of tomorrow for greater depth because I'm interested in learning more. I would recommend this walking trip to
other Intrepid travelers. Thanks for organizing this tour! Yohanne (probably not spelled correctly) was wonderful!! It's knowledgeable, personal, interesting, and engaging. Excellent guide! Luciano was a fantastic guide! So full of enthusiasm and knowledge. We talked about all kinds of different aspects of German history
and culture. I would well recommend this trip. Valentina was an excellent guide, charming, polite, knowledgeable and added her own reflection and knowledge of art as she relates to The Berlin story. The very useful guide who prepares the trip to our individual needs and provides more local information regarding our
specific interests. I made the walking tour of Berlin on 08/07/2013 and it was excellent. Our Umberto guide knew his stuff and imparted it to an interesting way of humor. The walk was well spent with much to see on the road and a couple of lovely stops for a curry surface and some chocolate. Our tour guide was
absolutely excellent – so knowledgeable, and really gave us an insight into Berlin and the people who live there. And the market was just the right amount of time and location – especially the chocolate store was a good place to stop in the showers (brrr). Check out the latest from Berlin on Instagram Instagram
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